Publications from the Last 10 Years
Stemming from VA Research with Dogs

Request from NASEM committee studying VA research with dogs, submitted to VA on 2/4/19: *Could we get a list of all relevant publications stemming from VA research on dogs for the last 10 years?*

The following citations were provided to the NASEM committee on 2/22/19. They are all peer-reviewed full-length reports of research with dogs that indicated author affiliation with a VA facility, support by VA funding, and/or other use of VA resources. The list includes all those identified that were published within the past decade, as well as a few from 2008 for good measure. These publications were identified through standard on-line searches, and from lists provided by some investigators, so we believe that the list includes most of the relevant publications, but there may be others that we have inadvertently omitted.


